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QUESTION 1

MAC authentication is enabled on port 1/1/27 of an AOS-CX switch. The following MAC addresses are defined on the
AAA server: 

*

 88:3a:30:97:b6:00 

*

 00:50:56:b1:fc:9b 

Examine the AOS-CX switch output: 

Based on this information, what is true concerning port 1/1/27? 

A. Device-mode is enabled with a client limit of 1. 

B. Device-mode is enabled with a client limit of 2. 

C. Client-mode is enabled with a client limit of 1. 

D. Client-mode is enabled with a client limit of 2. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: https://www.arubanetworks.com/techdocs/AOS-CX/AOSCX-CLI-
Bank/cli_6300-6400/Content/Chp_Port_acc/Port_acc_rol_cmds/aut-mod-fl-10.htm 

client-mode = Selects client mode. In this mode, all clients connecting to the port are sent for authentication. 

device-mode = Selects device mode. In this mode, only the first client connecting to the port is sent for authentication.
Once this client is authenticated, the port is considered as open and all subsequent clients trying to connect on that port 

are not sent for authentication. 
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QUESTION 2

What is required when implementing captive portal an AOS-CX switches? 

A. Certificate installed on the switch 

B. Web server running on the switch 

C. Device fingerprinting 

D. AAA server 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Examine the commands entered on an AOS-CX switch: 

What is true regarding this configuration for traffic received on interface 100? 

A. The default next-hop address supersedes the two preceding next-hop addresses 

B. The traffic is always dropped is the next-hop addresses are unreachable 

C. The traffic will be routed with the IP routing table entries if the next-hop addresses are unreachable 

D. The next-hop address of 1.1.1.1 is overwritten by the next-hop address of 2.2.2.2 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: "interface null: equivalent to the policy drop policing action. Any packets matching the class criteria for that
policy entry will be dropped and not routed any further." https://www.arubanetworks.com/techdocs/AOS-CX/10.05/
HTML/5200- 7300/index.html#GUID-DC7E5E47-8F31-4DE4-B257-1A68665B2AF4.html More than one next hop can be
assigned with an ACL and they work by priority (based on the sequence number: lower sequence number -> higher
priority). So next-hop 2.2.2.2 will be used if 1.1.1.1 is not reachable. If both are unreachable, then the packet will be
routed looking at the default routing table, if no specific entry will be found, then the pacjet will be routed to the default
next hop defined in the ACL. 

 

QUESTION 4

What is correct regarding the operation of VSX and multicasting with PIM-SM routing configured? 

A. Each VSX peers runs PIM and builds its own group database. One of the VSX peers is elected as the designated
router (DR) to forward multicast streams to a receiver VLAN 

B. Each VSX peers runs PIM and creates a shared group database. Both VSX peers can forward multicast streams to
receivers in a VLAN, achieving load sharing 

C. Each VSX peers runs PIM and builds its own group database. Both VSX peers can forward multicast streams to
receivers in a VLAN, achieving load sharing 
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D. Each VSX peers runs PIM and creates a shared group database. One of the VSX peers is elected as the designated
router (DR) to forward multicast streams to a receiver VLAN 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: "both VSX switches as a PIM Designate Router (DR). One node is the actual DR, the other node is the
proxy DR." "Only the actual DR performs multicast routing and forward traffic destined to groups to its downstream
VLANs in the data-path." https://www.arubanetworks.com/techdocs/AOS-CX/10.07/HTML/5200-
7888/Content/Chp_Pre_tra_loss/ip-mul-rou-10.htm 

 

QUESTION 5

A switch will apply a device profile to a port based on which pieces of information? (Select two.) 

A. IP header 

B. MAC address 

C. LLDP 

D. User role 

E. 802.1Q 

Correct Answer: AB 
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